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1. Introduction
The Change Works in Argyll project was awarded funding in October 2018 under
Energy Efficient Scotland Transition pilot funding from Scottish Government. This
project was funded as a direct award to Changeworks after Scottish Government
invited charities and third sector organisations to submit proposals to delivery energy
efficiency and heat decarbonisation programmes in the self-funded sector (domestic
and non-domestic).
The project was designed to cover the
West Lomond Shore area plus the
Cowal 4 data zone up to and including
Arrochar, Succoth and Tarbet. After
discussions with Argyll and Bute
Council and Home Energy Scotland it
was decided not to include
Helensburgh and Balloch in the
project area as it was important to pilot
approaches for semi-rural off-gas
areas rather than include an on-gas
urban area. The project area is small
in terms of the numbers of domestic
(722) and non-domestic properties
(100) as a potential catchment. This is
a semi-rural area where word of
mouth is an important way that
householders share knowledge
particularly about new initiatives.
The anticipated domestic engagement rates were challenging (500/722) and a high
loan take up rate was expected to achieve objectives set out at application stage.
These ambitious domestic targets would have been challenging to meet in the short
delivery timeframe for the pilot. However, the project also had some significant initial
delays to engagement largely due to the unplanned departure of the staff member
recruited to develop and manage the project. The time involved then to carry out a
second recruitment and induction process meant the Change Works in Argyll project
only gained significant traction with the local community from August 2019, although
existing Changeworks staff carried out caretaker roles in the intervening period.
The project aim was to act as a one stop shop service, engaging communities and
supporting householders and businesses on their respective journeys to realising
energy efficiency change identifying the specific challenges of achieving this in a
semi-rural location.
Four objectives from Energy Efficient Scotland included within the project strategy
were:
•
•
•
•

All Scottish homes to achieve an EPC C by 2040
The non-domestic sector to make its contribution
Development of the supply chain
Behaviour change to support improvements

While some work programmes were primarily focused on a single activity or
approach, others (e.g. domestic engagement) were multi-faceted. Across all activities
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however, there was an ambition that the project would be greater than the sum of its
parts and that developing a trusted brand within the north Loch Lomond area would
deliver in terms of increased levels of engagement and action also resulting in a
lasting increase of knowledge and interest in energy efficiency.
This report covers the period from October 2018 to March 2020 funded by Energy
Efficient Scotland Transition funding. The project ended in March 2020 as the
COVID-19 crisis hit Scotland and lockdown came into force. Final follow up and
handholding with householders was carried out over the phone rather than face to
face and a number of householders have had to postpone their planned energy
efficiency improvements. It should be noted that with the close of the pilot project,
the project handholding service will not be available in the area. However,
communications with the project pipeline at close of funding highlighted the ongoing
support available from Home Energy Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland.
The purpose of the report is to outline and summarise the overall programmes of
work and to provide insight on the progress, challenges and key learnings across the
domestic, non-domestic and supply chain programmes. It provides a reflection of
events covering the 17 months of the project so that the findings of the pilot can be
taken up by relevant stakeholders. This report is set out in line with the work
programmes delivered and provides detail on each area of activity. Each section
concludes with a summary of lessons learned.
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2. Project Establishment
2.1 Establishing a Presence
Change Works in Argyll established a presence within the project area by forming
strong partnerships with local community organisations, holding regular drop-in hub
events across two venues in Arrochar and Luss and hosting themed events. This
was supported by strong social media and branding to promote the project. Regular
drop-in events in the largest settlement, Arrochar, were an important part of engaging
with households and businesses throughout the project, as was attendance at local
events.
Key partnership working arrangements and communication channels for customer
referrals were established, specifically with key stakeholders Home Energy Scotland,
Resource Efficient Scotland, and Argyll and Bute Council. A project Steering Group
was established with representatives from each key stakeholder, which would meet
monthly to discuss and shape project development. A project plan was agreed and
finalised with the Steering Group with a clear scope of works planned over the project
duration with concentration around the summer months for contacts, referrals and
installations enquiries.
Meetings were held with several local organisations including Loch Lomond and The
Trossachs National Park, Loch Lomond Community Partnership, Parish Churches,
Social Enterprise Hubs, and Community Development Trusts to establish
partnerships within the community and explore opportunities for hosting joint events.
Links were made with appropriate Local Authority departments including Housing,
Live Argyll and Business Gateway, as well as environmental agencies including
ALIenergy and Green Tourism.
These relationships proved vital to
develop community engagement in the
area, as their established staff and
social networks were invaluable in
sharing marketing and
communications materials to a wider
audience. For example, work in the
area complimented the National Park
Community Partnership Plan, meaning
they would share and promote activity
through social media channels as well
as offering volunteers to help at
events.

2.2 Marketing and Social Media
The semi-rural nature of this pilot project meant that distributing marketing and
communication materials would be challenging. With only one widely distributed
weekly newspaper (Helensburgh Advertiser), one monthly magazine (Community
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Advertiser), and one digital news source (Lochside Press), the opportunities for
conventional press releases were limited. Promotional articles announcing the
programme launch and upcoming events and campaigns were featured,
complimented by project leaflets and posters that were widely circulated in prominent
information hubs.
A postcard mailing was distributed to every household in the project area. This
provided detail on the new project, the type of support available and means of
accessing this support. Data analysis was carried out to determine a suitable
address list for distribution and this proved valuable through the duration of the
project to plan engagement.
Social media also played a key role in establishing a presence in the target
communities, and Facebook and Twitter profiles were established for the Change
Works in Argyll project. Targeted social media content with established local
community groups was key to encourage sharing and discussion, and content was
shared to over twenty unique community pages within (or just outside) the project
area. These included Business Gateway Argyll and Bute, Plastic Free Helensburgh,
Arrochar and Tarbet Community Development Trust, Luss Community and Loch
Lomond and The Trossachs Community Partnership.
It was also determined that a “personal”
approach to marketing the project would
engender trust, and several short interactive
videos were recorded, featuring the Senior
Project Officer, announcing upcoming
events and campaigns. These proved to be
consistently engaging content, with a wider
average reach than text or image-only posts,
attracting more organic (unpaid) views than
typically text or image-only content, and
encouraging face-to-face engagement within
the community through familiarity (Source:
Facebook Insights)
Post type

Total posts

Total reach

Average reach
per post

Video

6

1,537

256

Photo

33

4,669

141

Link

16

929

58

In addition, for several social media posts, paid promotion was used to improve reach
and circulation. These posts also proved to be some of the more popular content,
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and the use of post scheduling and regular activity helped to sustain engagement
levels and keep content fresh and dynamic.
Although the towns of Balloch and Helensburgh were outside the project area, they
are gateways to the region and the nearest centres for shopping, services and
recreation. Drop-in services in Arrochar and Luss were therefore advertised at local
supermarkets, public notice boards, Job Centre, General Practitioners, sports and
leisure centres, and libraries across these locations.

2.3 Key Learnings
•

•

•

•

The importance of developing community partnerships and being visible
and accessible to various community organisations (including Community
Councils and Development Trusts) was essential. Establishing trust within
the communities and encouraging residents, businesses, organisations
and “community elders” to engage with the project proved to be an
important method of circulating word about upcoming activity. In addition,
ensuring that the venues used for drop-in activity were already prominent
and hosting regular activities also helped to improve project visibility.
Critically, it was clear from the hiatus between the departure of the first
Project Officer and recruitment of the second that a significant risk to any
project of this nature is key person dependency. Having one staff member
leading the pilot meant that the project was vulnerable to the loss of this
staff member. As the person had responsibility for developing local
insight, knowledge and relationships critical to the project, and had
accumulated qualifications, experience and research relating to the role,
the loss of this staff member interrupted continuity impacting on project
outputs.
Rapid measures to replace the Project Officer were put in place, however
there was a significant gap in project productivity during the Summer
which was anticipated to be one of the busiest periods for community
engagement. Although the replacement Project Officer was able to quickly
assimilate project priorities, knowledge and relationships and re-establish
momentum, valuable time had been lost.
Looking ahead to future iterations of similar projects, it would be important
to identify and document critical organisational knowledge in progress as
well as consider cross-training for support staff to allow others to perform
the same tasks and ensure adequate succession planning.
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3. Infographic of Outcomes
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4. Domestic Engagement
4.1 Initial Engagement
After an initial period, to form new relationships and establish links in the local
community, the project focused on establishing community presence and trust. A
programme of drop-in events ensured a visible and reliable presence in community
resource centres and linked in with existing community action groups such as local
schools, churches, businesses and development trusts.
Existing agencies were approached to supplement their activity, through reciprocal
marketing and support, and develop relationships with key community activists and
ambassadors. Trust would be achieved through a combination of the above,
especially engaging with community leaders and Development Trusts to overcome
any friction or uncertainty typically encountered when establishing a new project in
small, intimate communities.
It was determined early on that the Project Officer would take a personal approach to
outreach. Marketing and social media made use of photographs and videos featuring
the Project Officer by name, to engender a sense of familiarity and approachability.
As well as providing static drop-in advice and events, home visits were also offered
to customers to discuss issues and challenges in a familiar setting, carry out basic
home efficiency checks, and to help with installation of energy monitors.

4.2 Drop-in Events
With the new Project Officer in post
from August 2019, a drop-in service
for domestic engagement was reestablished at the Three Villages Hall
in Arrochar. These events targeted the
largest population centres in the pilot
area including the villages of Arrochar,
Tarbet and Succoth at the north extent
of the project area, and later additional
events were introduced in Luss to the
south of the project area. The drop-in
presence attracted a total of 72 visitors
between 18th September 2019 until
14th March 2020.
The Arrochar drop-in events ran initially from 12.30 until 4.30 pm every Wednesday,
with initial timings determined by availability of space and venue staffing. The drop-in
service was heavily publicised locally and an article in the Helensburgh Advertiser
local newspaper announced the launch of the service. Information centres throughout
the pilot region were asked to display posters and hold stocks of leaflets for
customers to pick up. In the initial stages, drop-in events depended on engaging with
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existing footfall at the venue, but later customers were noted to be actively seeking
out the support hub.
The Arrochar drop-in events ran to this schedule from September until December
2019. A convenient, welcoming space was acquired and dressed with branded
materials and resources before each session. From January 2020, in response to
local feedback and venue availability, the Wednesday drop-in was relocated to
Thursday and extended to run from 12.30 to 19.30. This change was implemented to
allow a wider cross-section of householders to visit in an evening slot and also
because this was the busiest day for other activities in the hall meaning an increased
local footfall in the Village Hall and, as a result, increased project exposure.
In January 2020, an additional weekend hub was established to run on Saturday
mornings from 10.30 until 12.30, again with the intention of providing a wider
availability of drop-in services to householders. The Saturday morning drop-in at
Arrochar also coincided with a locally popular coffee morning activity which attracts
regular groups of elderly residents, offering an additional opportunity to engage with
customers. The Saturday morning drop-in quickly proved to be more popular than the
afternoon and evening weekday service and offered an ideal opportunity for the
Project Officer to network with residents in a relaxed and informal way.
From October 2019, a second drop-in
service was established in Luss to
expand cover across the project area,
and this was initially arranged for
Friday afternoons 12.30 until 4.30 at
the Community Village Hall. Due to
renovation work starting in early 2020,
this drop-in service relocated to the
Luss Parish Church Heritage Centre.
This proved to be a boon as the
Church were very keen to support the
project and spread the word about
services at church services and local
meetings.
Regardless, engagement on the ground was low in Luss despite support from both
the Parish Church and Community Development Trust acting as proponents.
Anecdotally, the village of Luss has a primarily elderly population and in the summer
months it’s main activities revolve around tourism.

4.3 School Engagement
Project staff engaged with school pupils and teachers in Arrochar Primary School to
promote energy efficiency messages and empower pupils to reduce carbon footprints
both at school and at home. The engagement was designed to inspire pupils to
become aware of the energy they use, at home and at school, and explore with
pupils how they can all become better energy savers or “Arrochar Bright Sparks”.
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The head teacher of Arrochar Primary School was very enthusiastic about working
with the project, and activity quickly progressed from initial discussion of the proposal
in September 2019 to completed delivery by Christmas 2019.
Delivery included:
•
•
•

•

Workshops delivered to engage the top two classes of the school (P5/6-7) (34
pupils in total)
Involving parents in their pupil’s learning / getting the message home to
parents
Engagement with the school’s Communities Generation Group, a group of 12
older community members and pupils who meet on the last Thursday of each
month
Supporting the “Arrochar Bright Sparks” to deliver a whole-school assembly
performance to ensure transfer of project messaging to home

Content included information about:
•
•
•

•

Why we need to be more energy efficient in context of climate change
Different areas of energy saving e.g. lighting, heating, appliances, cooking,
water, travel
Energy saving behaviours e.g. turning off lights, turning down thermostats,
turning devices off instead of leaving on stand-by, minimising use of hot water
through shorter showers and sustainable travel
Energy efficient improvements/measures e.g. insulation, renewables and
smaller measures such as LED lightbulbs, thermal curtains and
draughtproofing

The Project delivered two workshops
to P5-P7 children. In the first
workshop they discussed what is
meant by energy and energy
efficiency and then the children
carried out audits of the school to
identify where efficiency could be
improved. They were then given an
activity to take away as “homework”,
to audit energy use at home and
encourage families to become more
energy efficient through adopting pledges.
In the second workshop, children shared their findings and pledges. This information
helped them to create an interactive assembly performance and artworks that were
presented to the entire school, sharing what they had learnt and inspiring peers to
become “Arrochar Bright Sparks”. Some children also went on to work with elderly
community members as part of the Community Generation Group where they took
part in activities and discussion around energy use and efficiency in the past, present
and future.
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Finally, the Project Officer engaged with parents at an Open Afternoon, where the
children’s work was displayed for family members to experience and enjoy, offering
an opportunity to promote project activity and contextualise the work in terms of
energy-saving behaviours and measures.
Over 30 children directly participated in the activity workshops, including the
assembly performance which was shared with the entire school population of almost
60 pupils, as well as 10 older people aged between 70 and 96 as part of the
intergenerational session.
As a result of the workshops, which encouraged households to adopt energy-saving
activities, the following family pledges were reported.
Table 1: Energy-saving activities and percentage of returned pledges

Activities

Percentage of returned
pledges (14)

Insulate our home from floor to roof

17%

Draught proof our windows and doors

17%

Have our boiler serviced

50%

Find out about renewable energy

33%

Turn off appliances left on standby

83%

Only boil as much water as we need

83%

Take showers instead of baths when possible

75%

Turn off lights when no-one is in the room

100%

Head Teacher Alison Palmer offered the following testimony:
“Working with Jamie and Angela really reinforced what we had been learning
about through our Eco-schools work, it reminded the children of ways to save
energy. The children after completing an energy audit came up with practical
ways to save energy both in the school and at home.
“The children used the knowledge they had acquired to plan and present a
whole school assembly on energy conservation. It reinforced that if we all
start making even small alterations to the way we live, it can have big
consequences for our planet, but we all need to work together on this”.
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4.4 Campaigns
Direct Mail Campaign
In June 2019, a direct mail campaign
was used to contact every domestic
property in the pilot area. The mailing
included details of the support and
advice available through the project
and offered to provide a free EPC to
identify appropriate energy efficiency
measures for properties. The direct
mailing encouraged customers to
contact Home Energy Scotland and a
referral mechanism was agreed with
HES Highlands and Islands to ensure the resulting enquiries were referred through to
the project for follow up. Although it was delivered to all domestic addresses in the
project area (approximately 700 households), only three leads were generated for
Home Energy Scotland that could be attributed directly to the mailshot. With
incentives such as this, Home Energy Scotland report they normally expect a
response rate of around 1%.
Regardless, the offer of a free EPC remained as an offer for the duration of the
project, with a focus on customers who indicated that they were very likely to
progress to installation of measures. At the time of reporting, one EPC had been
carried out in preparation for exploring external wall insulation, with an additional two
customers in the pipeline looking to establish a baseline before exploring installation
of loft insulation, underfloor insulation and glazing.
Quick Winter Wins
In December 2019 and beyond into 2020, the Quick Winter Wins campaign primarily
featured on social media and visits to the drop-in events. Samples of “do it yourself”
draughtproofing kits (including draught-excluding tape, letterbox cover and brush
strip) were packaged along with an LED bulb and room thermometers. The main
purpose of this campaign was to
stimulate visitors to the drop-in
services, engage customers in
conversation around energy saving
options, and progress that into a
wider service offering.
These kits were offered to
customers who visited the drop-ins
and provided a focal point for
discussion around quick and easy
ways to improve warmth at home
during winter. This worked well as
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an engagement tool, allowing additional conversation about our services and often
leading to wider discussions around measures and Home Energy Scotland support.
Over the course of the campaign, 18 draughtproofing kits and 40 LED bulbs were
issued to customers visiting a drop-in or other event.
Loft Insulation Competition
In December 2019 the Project ran a competition to win up to £300 of loft insulation or
top up for one household in the project area. The insulation would be installed by a
trusted installer chosen by the project, and anyone could enter the prize draw by
completing a short survey on current levels of home insulation. The survey included
marketing consent so that the project team could follow up with unsuccessful
entrants to offer additional services. The purpose of this campaign was to stimulate
interest in loft insulation as a relatively quick and easy measure to promote, follow up
and install.
The competition was widely shared on social media and circulated in local press,
however it attracted just five completed entries. The winning household was unable
to take advantage of the offer of loft insulation due to other planned renovations and
so the planned case study based on the winner’s installation could not be pursued
within project duration.
E-bike Community Trials
The Project obtained two electric bikes on loan from Home Energy Scotland to use
as demonstrators, and offered short-term home trials to residents throughout
February. Three residents took advantage of the e-bike trial. Four other customers
booked a bike, however poor weather during the period meant that these were
cancelled.
However, the e-bikes did stimulate discussion around commuting, recreational travel
and “transport poverty” in local rural areas and offered an additional opportunity to
move discussion on to home energy efficiency and improvements.

4.5 Events
Chasing Coral Film Screening
The Project hosted a free evening
screening in November 2019 of the
original Netflix documentary Chasing
Coral at the Three Villages Hall in
Arrochar. The aim of the event was to
raise awareness of the climate crisis,
encourage people to reduce their own
carbon footprint and to inspire a desire
to take action in the community,
accompanied by information about how
to access our local Project.
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The documentary was chosen after speaking with residents, volunteers and the
Community Development Trust who highlighted that the marine environment was one
that the community felt a close connection to due to local community conservation
efforts on nearby Loch Long. The event was publicised in the Helensburgh Advertiser
and Lochside Press Online and was delivered in partnership with Loch Lomond and
The Trossachs National Park who provided conservation volunteers to attend and
engage with participants.
While just five customers attended the event, the project was dealing with a very
small community and all who attended returned to the drop-in at later dates to
engage with the project and received additional advice and/or referral to Home
Energy Scotland.
Sustainable Travel Event
The Project hosted a pop-up sustainable travel event at the Three Villages Hall in
Arrochar during November 2019. Delivered in partnership with Home Energy
Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland, the event gave local residents the
opportunity to test drive an electric bike or an electric vehicle (Volkswagen E-Golf).
Participants could enjoy a free networking lunch, alongside specialist colleagues,
where they had the opportunity to discuss reducing energy bills, improving warmth in
the home and exploring greener ways to travel.
This was a very successful event, attracting a mix of twenty-four domestic and nondomestic customers. Following the event, a majority of participants had additional
contact with the project including signing up to the Energy Challenge and being
referred to Home Energy Scotland or Resource Efficient Scotland for further support.
Love Your Older Home
The Project hosted a ‘Love Your Older
Home’ evening event in February 2020
in partnership with experts from Argyll
and Bute Council, Historic Environment
Scotland and Home Energy Scotland.
The aim of the event was to help
residents in the pilot region and
neighbouring areas to improve warmth
and energy efficiency of their older built
property, and to generate Home Energy
Scotland referrals for HES Home Energy
Specialist home visits.
Participants enjoyed presentations from each partner detailing the suitability of
different energy efficiency measures for specific property types, especially older
stone-built houses common in rural areas. Participants were given advice on how to
approach the installation process and provided with available funding options
including HEEPS: ABS and the Home Energy Scotland loan. This was a popular and
well-attended event, with 20 participants attending, the majority of whom requested
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follow-up home visits and referral to Home Energy Scotland for more detailed
support.
The analysis of post event evaluation demonstrates the success of the engagement
in positively influencing knowledge and encouraging change.

How has this event influenced your knowledge
of
Types of insulation, draught-proofing
and glazing replacements

13

Financial support available

11

The benefits that each measure provides

4

10

Local installers

5

6
0%

Increased

2

9

20%

40%

Stayed the same

60%

80%

100%

Decreased

How likely are you to consider installing
energy efficiency measures?
Insulation

8

Glazing replacements

6

4

Draught-proofing measures

5

3
0%

Very likely

1
5

10
20%

40%

Somewhat likely

60%

1
80%

100%

Not at all likely

Motivations
4

4

4
8

Save money

Feel warmer

Increase EPC rating
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4.6 In-Depth Support
By working with HES on a referral basis, the project offered support and advice with
improving home energy efficiency and reducing bills. Project offerings included a free
home energy assessment (EPC), a home visit from the Project Officer or HES Home
Energy Specialist (as appropriate) to discuss and suggest improvements and the
offer of loan of a real time energy monitor loan to understand where energy savings
could be made.
An offer of free Quality Assurance support for wall installation measures was also
offered to reassure customers, and through working with HES the project could
support customers to access loan funding and cashback to enable installation of
measures. Crucially, support included handholding through all stages of the
“customer journey”, from initial engagement right through to completion of installed
measures.
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Argyll Energy Challenge
To stimulate engagement and encourage uptake of behaviour change advice,
customers were offered a smart energy monitor under the “Argyll Energy Challenge”
campaign. Customers could borrow and install a real-time energy monitoring system
to help reduce energy use and bills. The main purpose of this campaign was to
stimulate long-term engagement with customers and track their energy-saving and
behaviour change journeys evidenced by real data, as well as producing communitylevel data if there was significant take-up of the devices.
The system was provided free of charge
and helped customers to track electricity
and lower carbon emissions. As well as
a loan of the device, customers also
received direct communication around
hints and tips on simple ways to change
behaviours and save energy. The
campaign was promoted in the local
newspaper and community advertiser
magazine, as well as across social
media channels and through posters and
flyers in the communities.
As of March 2019, 18 real-time monitors had been distributed and all customers
using the monitors reported changing their behaviour, and being more aware of their
behaviour as a consequence. Importantly, engaging with customers via the Energy
Challenge would often lead to additional engagements and successes. For example,
customer Mr W reported that, after installing the smart monitor in December 2019, he
adopted energy-saving behaviours and measures that lowered his electricity bills by
around £14 per month. He then went on to request a home visit and became
interested in installing additional loft insulation and renewable energy generation. An
EPC audit was booked to scope out the potential for these measures and, in March
2020 Mr W also switched energy supplier to benefit from a cheaper tariff.
As well as providing real-time information for households, the data generated was
uploaded and aggregated anonymously. The intention was to analyse this data and
look for trends that would show whether the real time energy monitor plus behaviour
change advice had a statistically significant effect on energy consumption. However,
complex variables including staggered installation dates, seasonal variations in
energy use, and natural margins of error have not provided as useful analysis as we
had anticipated.
Quality Assurance and Energy Performance Certificate support
The project designed and launched a customer journey to support households who
expressed commitment to installing energy efficiency measures. Given the various
parties (including HES, contractors) involved when installing measures, the customer
journey was designed to make the process manageable and remove potential
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barriers. This involved the Project Officer providing follow up phone calls and emails
throughout a household’s journey to ensure they felt supported.
Central to this support was the Argyll
Standing List of Contractors resource which
provided households with national installers
willing to install energy efficiency measures.
A lack of supply chain, particularly in more
rural areas like Argyll, had long been
identified as a potential barrier to the uptake
of domestic retrofit energy efficiency
measures. Households who requested
support in installing measures, particularly
those interested in larger primary measures,
were referred to the Standing List of
Contractors to find a suitable installer to quote
for the measure. On completion of work, it
was arranged that Argyll and Bute Council’s
Property Services team would provide a
quality assurance check on primary measures
to ensure work was completed to appropriate
standards.
The aim of the Standing List of Contractors was to connect customers with
contractors who could carry out a range of larger insulation measures. The list was
based on Scotland Excel, Framework 09-13 Energy Efficiency Contractors, and
contractors were invited to be on the Standing List of Contractors via the Public
Contracts Scotland portal. To be included, contractors had to have relevant
experience in carrying out this type of work. The short-listing process also included
assessing if contractors had the credentials to support the granting of the Home
Energy Scotland Loan e.g. being Green Deal certified and working to PAS2030
standards.
It was made clear that contracts were between property owners and contractors and
free Quality Assurance support was offered through the project via Argyll and Bute
Council’s Property Services team to support the installation process.
A further handholding element that was offered was the delivery of free pre and post
Energy Performance Certificates for households committed to installing energy
efficiency measures. It was recognised that this offer could act as encouragement for
some households to commit to installing measures. This could be particularly helpful
to households using the Home Energy Scotland Loan, as the certificate is required as
evidence of install.
These additional offerings complemented the support provided by Home Energy
Scotland, providing further foundations for households to take active steps to
installing measures.
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Energy Advice, Referrals and Signposting
As highlighted previously, working
closely with partners was a vital
element of the project and ensured
households were able to access a
variety of services during their
customer journey. 36 referrals and
signposts were made throughout
the project to a variety of
organisations, mainly Home Energy
Scotland.
Advice was provided to households throughout the project, with the topics discussed
generally following that of campaigns. Topics such as switching energy supplier and
energy saving tips featured throughout the project. Householders were provided with
factsheets and householder packs with further detailed advice and information where
relevant. Where appropriate, referrals or signposts to Home Energy Scotland were
made to ensure households were provided with adequate support.
Accessing Funding for Measures
The Home Energy Scotland loan was promoted throughout the project at drop-in and
flagship events and referrals made to Home Energy Scotland where appropriate.

4.7 Outcomes and Installations
The project saw the install of 16 energy efficiency measures across 13 households,
including draught proofing, LED lighting and underfloor insulation. A further 20
measures are being explored by households and businesses; demonstrating that the
process of installing energy efficiency measures is not an immediate decision. This
follows some of the evidence provided by households that they are still considering
what is best for the household. Furthermore, testimonies from households suggest
that follow-up and handholding provided the encouragement they needed to finally
decide to install. As a result, the installation of further measures should follow.
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4.8 Key Learnings
•

•

•

•

•

This project was funded as a direct award to Changeworks. This meant that
data from Home Analytics that would have informed some of the targeting,
planning and communications was not available to the project. Home
Analytics is only available to local authorities not third parties. Despite
engaging with Scottish Government and Energy Saving Trust on this, the
required data sharing agreements were not put in place within the lifetime of
the project. This was not an issue which had impacted other projects where
the data could be made available via the local authority. If Third Sector
organisations are to play an increased role in the delivery of these types of
engagement projects then consideration must be given to the data aspects of
delivery.
A regular and reliable community presence was instrumental in proactively
engaging with householders, as was taking the time to consult with residents
and community leaders. This helped to understand when and where
engagement should take place, ensuring the project was locally prominent
and accepted. For example, feedback from the Development Trust and
parents during the Arrochar Primary School activity prompted the shift from a
Wednesday afternoon hub to a Thursday evening and Saturday morning.
Running drop-in engagement alongside existing community projects proved
to be an excellent way to meet local “activists”, talk to them in an informal
setting and better understand the local community needs. For example,
Thursday drop-in activity in Arrochar coincided with four other groups also
using the hall, as well as Development Trust meetings, and Saturday morning
drop-in engagement coincided with a very popular “Coffee and Cake” session
which attracted many local residents, especially elderly people and families.
Social media marketing and local online community engagement proved to be
especially important. The rural nature of the project and the absence of
targeted, mainstream communications channels meant that this was the most
natural and time-efficient method of communicating activity. It took time to
research and identify appropriate groups to join (e.g. Facebook groups),
which ones were most active, and which were most receptive to project
content. Attendance at events was higher when these were individually
shared into smaller, local community groups and it was recognised that
people often joined groups that bordered their own communities.
Anecdotally, engagement in the Argyll pilot region was higher amongst older
or retired householders: whether this was due to the demographic of the area
or the style of engagement is unclear. While behaviour change and basic DIY
measure engagement was successful, many of the conversations with older
customers highlighted that they were “asset rich and cash poor”, meaning that
they often lived in larger, traditional/expensive homes but did not necessarily
have income to support installation of significant self-funded measures, or be
able to consider repayments when accessing funding for measures. Again,
anecdotally there was a perceived gap in the support available to older,
retired homeowners who were not eligible for existing schemes such as areabased schemes.
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•

•

•

•

•

Although the issue of key person dependency has been discussed as a
vulnerability, it was also a strength. The importance of having a trusted,
personal presence in the community who knows the area and organisations
within it, understands local issues and “hot topics”, and is able to join in
alongside community activities out-with the regular duties of the role helps to
cement a sense of community belonging and brings value to the community
above and beyond the provision of the project aims.
Hosting events and campaigns in the earlier months of the project being
established (assuming a “reset” in August caused by staff change-over) was
challenging as the project had little time to establish itself. Engagement
numbers at later events, specifically the Love Your Older Home event, was
significantly higher as, by that time, the needs of the local community and
effective ways of promoting activity had been resolved. Hosting events later in
the project timetable, once trust and acceptance has been achieved within the
community, would be likely to increase participation overall.
The project had lower numbers of interest than expected for the loft insulation
campaign but evaluation suggests that this could have partly been due to the
campaign running during December when households are less engaged
online due to other priorities.
Supply chain development and getting contractors onboard for primary
energy efficiency measures was an issue for this more rural project with only
two installers showing any interest.
Some of the events run by the Project, like “Love Your Older Home”, attracted
people from outside the area who were prepared to travel to an event of that
type. This is something that could be factored into planning for future projects
where people are connected over a wider area and news of, and interest in,
activities will attract interest from beyond the project area.
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5. Non-Domestic Engagement
5.1 Engaging with Businesses
Engaging with businesses in the project area proved to be more challenging than
working with domestic customers, however there was a measure of success. With
engagement gaining traction from September 2019 this meant that much summer
activity had been missed, and the main business networking opportunities through
events and local fayres had passed (for example Luss Highland Games and local
gala events in Arrochar and Luss).
Early conversations with Resource
Efficient Scotland (RES) established a
clear customer journey and referral
channels to specialist support via a
custom portal. Data sharing
arrangements were put in place with
Zero Waste Scotland to provide a
baseline showing numbers of
businesses in the project area that had
previously engaged with RES services.
Some local businesses had received reports on recommended measures and
potential savings, and this allowed project staff to form a communications strategy to
target these businesses and follow up on offers of support. This provided a “foot in
the door” with businesses to prompt any that had become inactive and provided a
database of engaged businesses to invite to future events.
Initial activity targeting business customers included approaching Business Gateway
to explore the possibility of hosting a joint event. Capacity issues mean that this was
deferred until February 2020.
In September 2019, the Project Officer attended the “Growing Enterprising
Communities” event in Arrochar hosted by Social Enterprise Scotland and Loch
Lomond Community Partnership (LLCP). This was an excellent networking
opportunity however most of the business owners who attended were from outside
the pilot project region. Nevertheless, this helped to form a connection between the
project and the LLCP, which resulted in reciprocal promotion of each other’s activity
during the remainder of the project.
A key objective for non-domestic engagement in the area was connecting with a
“Destination Arrochar” business group, a newly formed collective of business owners
keen to work together and position Arrochar and the surrounds as an attractive
tourism destination. Led by the owner of a local restaurant, it was hoped that
engaging early with this group and offering value to meetings and energy advice for
local businesses would be an effective partnership. However, the group did not
convene formally until February 2020, when some members attended the Business
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Networking Lunch detailed below. The Project Officer discussed supporting the
group, and how to add value to future meetings.
From November 2019, attempts were made to engage with businesses through the
Project Officer visiting their premises with information, particularly shops, hotels and
restaurants. This proved to be an inefficient method of engagement: after visiting
approximately twenty premises, very few business owners were present at the time
meaning that the Project Officer was leaving prospective information with staff in the
hope of a call-back. Several were too busy to talk but gratefully received information
and seemed eager to get in touch. It was determined that an offer of value, or a “free
sample” would make this task easier in future. The exercise was briefly repeated in
late January/February 2020 with flyers detailing business support, but encountered
the same apathy or scepticism, and the effort was directed into simple leaflet drops
instead

5.2 Events
Sustainable Travel Event
The Project hosted a pop-up event in
November 2019 at the Three
Villages Hall in Arrochar. Delivered
in partnership with Home Energy
Scotland and Resource Efficient
Scotland, the event gave residents
and local business owners the
opportunity to test drive an electric
bike or an electric vehicle
(Volkswagen E-Golf).
Participants could enjoy a free networking lunch, alongside HES and RES
specialists, and had the opportunity to discuss reducing energy bills in their home or
business and exploring greener ways to travel. Although this was a popular event, it
attracted more domestic customers than non-domestic. However, in total 23
customers attended and subsequent non-domestic enquiries were followed up by via
referral to RES.
Business Networking Lunch
In partnership with RES and Business Gateway, the Project hosted a “Business
Networking Lunch” event in Arrochar on 25th February 2020, targeting businesses in
the area. Five local business/organisations attended the event, including
representatives from the “Destination Arrochar” group. The event was delivered in
partnership with Resource Efficient Scotland and Business Gateway Argyll and Bute.
Feedback from the event was very positive with all clients requesting referrals to RES
or HES.
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5.3 Key Learnings
•

•

•

•

•

Non-domestic engagement was far more onerous than domestic
engagement. Businesses often have competing demands and were not
always able to dedicate time to consider energy efficiency.
The project area includes around 100 businesses but spread across a wide
area hence any door stepping activity would be time consuming and a strain
on resources. Initial attempt to carry out prospective visits did not result in
any significant engagement
Many of the businesses within the project area are small and focused on the
tourist market. The installation of most measures would require a pause in
business activity meaning that the cost to the business can be far greater
than the quoted measure cost. Without legislative drivers there is little
incentive for businesses to take on the cost of upgrading energy efficiency.
Despite marketing available business support through various channels, low
numbers of businesses attended events which may indicate apathy for the
subject matter in the absence of any requirements on businesses to address
energy efficiency and time constraints
There needs to be a clear business case for energy efficiency upgrades for
most businesses and even when there is, this is sometimes not considered
sufficient to justify the install of energy efficiency measures. Again, this
suggests some legislation is required to encourage businesses to make steps
toward energy efficiency.
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6. Project Administration and Management
The Change Works in Argyll project had some significant initial delays to
engagement largely due to the unplanned departure of a staff member. A Project
Officer was appointed at the end of 2018 after the funding award from Scottish
Government had been formally confirmed but departed from the role in May 2019.
The time involved to then carry out a second recruitment and induction process
meant the Change Works in Argyll project only to gain significant traction with the
local community from August 2019, although existing Changeworks staff carried out
a caretaker role in the intervening period.
To support the administrative needs of the Change Works in Argyll project, a parttime administrator was hosted at Changeworks’ Peebles base. Originally
consideration had been given to employing a home-based administrator within the
project area but with the changes in staff, it was decided that the line management of
a home-based role would be too complex. The staffing compliment for the project
could also draw on a range of expertise within Changeworks, including data analysis,
monitoring and evaluation, marketing, supply chain engagement and behaviour
change expertise.
Change Works in Argyll used a CRM system which was custom built by a CRM
Officer within Changeworks using the Microsoft Dynamics platform and refined to suit
project needs. The system helped project staff manage and maintain relationships,
track enquiries, market events and campaigns, and deliver comprehensive insights
on data. The development of a dashboard on the Power BI platform allowed progress
to be continually monitored and easily shared in graphical form with project partners.
This enabled the project to understand which interventions had the greatest impact
and adapt the project accordingly.
To ensure that any personal data being handled by the project was protected
adequately and properly, the project operated under Changeworks’ robust data
storage and sharing principles. Data sharing agreements were put in place with
project partners ensuring that EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
requirements were fully met.
A monthly report was prepared by the Change Works in Argyll Project Officer
including progress against agreed KPIs and was circulated to the Steering Group
members and wider stakeholders. The Change Works in Argyll Steering Group met
monthly with a fortnightly review of agreed action points. Argyll & Bute Council, Home
Energy Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland were members of this group and
provided a valuable coordinating and project development role.
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7. Discussion
Change Works in Argyll set out to engage with and encourage self-funding
households and businesses to install energy efficiency measures. As such, its
intention was to act as a one stop shop, proactively engaging the community and
supporting householders and businesses on their respective journeys to realising the
ambitions within Energy Efficient Scotland. As a pilot it was ambitious in its scope
and innovative in its approach while adopting robust monitoring and evaluation
practices. Impacts were monitored against four key outcome areas, namely (see
infographic Section 4):
•
•
•
•

Engagement and reach
Referrals and signposts
Measures and investment
Carbon savings

Project Establishment
The focus in the discussion is on engagement with the domestic and non-domestic
sector including supporting supply chain activity. However, prior to that taking place,
it was essential, as set out in Section 2, for the project to become established within
the target community. Two issues worthy of flagging from the outset are the
challenges of a direct award to a third sector organisation (as opposed to the local
authority) and the constrained timeline.
While Changeworks has delivered projects in Argyll previously and manages the
Highlands and Islands Home Energy Scotland advice centre covering the target area,
it is not a known local brand and therefore trust and recognition would take longer to
form especially when dealing with numerous semi-rural communities spread over
such a large area. While the project worked to overcome this through links with local
and recognised partners and through the personality of the project officer, this was a
significant challenge. In addition, the direct award meant that data from Home
Analytics that would have informed some of the targeting, planning and
communications was not available to the project. Home Analytics is only available to
local authorities not third parties. This was not an issue which had impacted other
projects where the data could be made available via the local authority.
The second issue of note is the constrained timeline. Given the length of time
generally accepted to develop a strong community engagement process and
complete a self-funded customer journey to install of measures, this was ambitious at
the outset. When compounded by issues of data availability, staff turnover and
establishing a presence, there was an inevitable and significant hit to overall project
impacts. While initial figures were hugely ambitious, they became unattainable within
the context set out.
While some of the challenges set out could not have been foreseen (and where the
potential for contingency was limited), the pilot did aim to develop learning around
engagement with a dispersed semi-rural population, albeit one very close to major
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population centres. To that end learnings were gained as set out later in the
discussion.
The project did benefit greatly from the development of relationships with local
stakeholder groups and key community activists and ambassadors and an
exploration of shared opportunities. The project Steering Group was a good forum
and helped develop and consolidate relationships with Argyll and Bute Council
amongst others. There was also a very active marketing and social media presence
and a focus on personalising the support available through images or videos that
featured the project officer, or direct comms via postcard and a dedicated social
media presence that also shared content with local community pages. Overall, this
was seen as successful in establishing a presence and project recognition within a
very short period of time.
In addition, the project benefited considerably from prior development of
Changeworks CRM system to manage the data capture and monitoring, providing a
feedback loop to evaluate activities and inform ongoing delivery.
Domestic Engagement and Customer Journey
Engaging the domestic self-funded
market remained the project’s primary
activity and key to that was developing
presence and facilitating a customer
journey. Important elements included
drop-in events, school engagement,
specific campaigns, community events
and the provision of in-depth support, all
supported by a social media
communications campaign.
A regular programme of drop-in events
aided project establishment and engaged
with residents in steady but not high
numbers. The frequency, timing and
location was informed by feedback and was encouraged and seen as valuable in all
the population centres though footfall in the winter months in Luss was disappointing.
The engagement with Arrochar Primary School aimed to promote energy efficiency
messages and empower pupils to reduce carbon footprints both at school and at
home. The school welcomed the workshops, which complemented their own work in
this area, and the opportunity to take the message home and for the Project Officer
to engage with parents at an Open Afternoon was a bonus and secured family
pledges to save energy.
A number of specific campaigns were also delivered including a direct mail offering a
free EPC and a route to more advice from Home Energy Scotland. The response to
this was low although there was evidence of a small number of householders
‘preparing the ground’ for a review of energy saving options. Further evidence of
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interest was from campaigns which encouraged householders to pick up ‘do it
yourself’ draught proofing kits and LED lightbulbs from drop in events.
To widen interest the project took the decision
to diversify the message with the hope of
stimulating some spill-over back into building
energy efficiency behaviours and measures.
Activities included a climate related film viewing
and two travel related events (e-bike availability
and sustainable travel). These attracted a mixed
level of interest with some evidence of
opportunity to develop conversations into
building energy with some referrals to Home
Energy Scotland. A ‘tried and tested’ event
(Love your Older Home) with a proven track
record in relevance and popularity from other
transition projects did however prove popular in
Argyll with a heightened level of commitment to
progress with measures from participants.
The preferred outcome for all engagement activities was to move householders onto
an established customer journey to install measures. This was developed to dovetail
with current service provision from Home Energy Scotland while providing additional
incentives and assurances. Project offerings included a free home energy
assessment (EPC), a home visit from the Project Officer or HES Home Energy
Specialist (as appropriate) to discuss and suggest improvements and the offer of
loan of a real-time energy monitor to understand where energy savings could be
made. A further handholding element that was offered was the delivery of free pre
and post Energy Performance Certificates for households committed to installing
energy efficiency measures. It was recognised that this offer could act as
encouragement for some households to commit to installing measures. This could be
particularly helpful to households using the Home Energy Scotland Loan, as the
certificate is required as evidence of install.
To further facilitate the customer journey and ensure householders were supported to
reach their preferred end goal, they were referred or signposted to other agencies
with the majority to Home Energy Scotland. Project staff also looked to address
issues sourcing companies within the supply chain to install energy efficiency
measures. The development of a Primary Standing List of Contractors was seen as
an appropriate action to draw in a wider number of traders while providing an
increased levels of trust and assurance. This was further facilitated by additional
rigour and requirements in the selection process with the Primary list which deals
with larger and more invasive measures. While in all circumstances the contracts
were between property owners and contractors, the integration of Argyll and Bute
Council’s Property Services team to support the installation process was seen as a
good example of partnership working that would give assurances at critical points in
the installation process provided impetus and reassurance to the homeowner.
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While the Standing List of Contractors was a worthwhile exercise to follow, it
attracted little interest from contractors with only two engaging with the process. This
highlights either the lack of a supply chain in the locality or a lack of interest in the
measures being promoted and the process required to engage with it through the
project. This was a much more extreme example of supply chain challenges that
were also evident in other local authority areas. It was frequently noted that local
contractors were reluctant to incur the cost of training and accreditation and larger
contractors would not always quote for ‘one-off’ primary measures without some prior
scoping and estimating of the job by a third party.
Finally, mention should be made of the role of behaviour change and associated best
practice insights in informing all aspects of the Change Works in Argyll. This covered
communications messaging, customer journey development and targeted
interventions focused on specific behaviours. This later included the Argyll Energy
Challenge which used smart energy monitors to support participants to change
behaviours in response to tracked real-time energy consumption data. All 18
participants reported changing their behaviour, and being more aware of their
behaviour, as a consequence. There were some examples of spill over conversations
and some interest and progression to wider measures install.
Non-domestic Engagement
Change Works in Argyll was committed to engaging with the non-domestic sector
with c 100 businesses located within the project area. Different approaches to
engage effectively and efficiently with this group were adopted centring around
partnership development with recognised local organisations and networks,
promoting or attending specific events and in a contrast to those approaches, door
stepping. To monitor the number of referrals to Resource Efficient Scotland, a data
sharing agreement was put in place with Zero Waste Scotland.
While the target group was small and geographically dispersed, key challenges
which could ultimately not be overcome were the hugely constrained timeline from
relaunch in Autumn 2019 and the lack of a compelling offer to engage with energy
efficiency with any sort of legislative stick to concentrate minds.
The project, via Resource Efficient Scotland, was able to reengage with businesses
that had received reports on recommended measures and potential savings and did
make headway liaising with local stakeholder and business groups including
Business Gateway and the Destination Arrochar business group. Two dedicated
events aimed at attracting business were organised but interest and participation was
relatively low. Door stepping and leaflet drops to businesses was not seen as an
efficient or appropriate route to engagement.
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8. Conclusion
As a ‘one-stop shop’, Change Works in Argyll set out to act as a single point of
contact for householders and businesses that could be relied on to have the
complete customer journey front and centre. As such, it developed customer
journeys that linked with current and established service provision (most notably
Home Energy Scotland and Resource Efficient Scotland), engaged, qualified and
referred (or signposted) households and businesses as required and then aimed to
follow up where desirable and achievable. To realise the complete customer journey
the project team engaged with the energy efficient retrofit and renewables supply
chain, operating out with the scope of current service providers, encouraging and
informing them of the opportunities of a growing market while offering quality and
value to households through the Standing List of Contractors. It also introduced
additional elements of technical support and quality assurance.
However, the project hit challenges which ultimately impacted very significantly on it’s
ability to generate tangible outcomes. Loss of the Project Officer at a critical time in
project development effectively meant a project relaunch from a very low base with a
nine month timeline. Delivering an engagement project in a semi-rural area was
challenging given that there was no natural population centre and this meant that
more time was required to become established. The target group was small in terms
of households and geographically dispersed (not one community but many smaller
communities) which challenged the project to engage in different ways. The mixed
approach to marketing and comms was seen as a project success as was the
partnership development with local stakeholders and interest groups.
The project was able to refine aspects of
the customer journey to better support
businesses and households with 16 selffunded measures in 13 households,
leveraging in £16,250 of private
investment and realising 50 tonnes/CO2
lifetime saved by households. At time of
project close 20 measures were being
explored by households and businesses
with the potential to leverage in £41,200
in self-funded investment and save a
further 59 tonnes/CO2.
Realising the ambitions of Energy Efficient Scotland will require a level of
engagement and action amongst the domestic and non-domestic sectors (across
tenures) on retrofit, low carbon renewables and heat that dwarfs the levels of activity
realised through Change Works in Argyll. However, that is to misunderstand the role
of the pilot which was to develop and support a complete customer journey for
households and businesses which built trust, integrated with existing service
provision and realised quality in a policy environment where there is no compulsion
at present.
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The non-domestic sector presents particular and ongoing challenges that the project
was only partly able to compensate for. Current national service provision and
legislative drivers are not fit for the purpose of realising the huge uplift in businesses
addressing the decarbonisation of their buildings. Local provision through, for
example, Change Works in Argyll can compensate in part for that by generating
interest and topping and tailing current national service provision. However a lack of
legislative drivers and a small number of businesses in the project area never really
tested the current customer journey and inter agency working.
Progress supporting the domestic sector was also challenging though more
encouraging. Challenges, as highlighted previously, would not allow us to state the
pilot was an unqualified success. Aspects were successful and in a very small
window the project did establish a considerable local presence, gaining
understanding and creating a customer journey, identifying barriers that hinder
progress and solutions that support it. There are significant learnings that should
influence future policy. As the model was never fully tested, it is not possible to
determine how it would respond to greater demand or geographical expansion.
However it is still the projects belief that to realise this ambitions within Energy
Efficiency Scotland, there needs to be a comprehensive and complete framework of
support that extends beyond the current service provision and with a commitment
measured in years rather than months. This is needed to establish trust amongst
residents and businesses who are being asked to commit to a significant investment
in time and money. It would also give the supply chain the confidence to invest time
and resource in engaging with the opportunities the low carbon transition can bring to
them.
Prior to project close, the project worked to ensure a legacy. Communications with
the project pipeline at close of funding highlighted the ongoing support available from
Home Energy Scotland. The agencies involved in delivering Change Works in Argyll
retain their belief that the coordinated support available through this project is an
approach critical to realising Energy Efficient Scotland.
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